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SLS Block 1B Crew
As Early As 2021
Provides













SLS Block 1B Cargo
As Early As 2022
Provides
















As Early As 2028
Provides
130 t lift capability 
via advanced 
boosters
10-meter fairings for 
primary payloads
Enables







Core Stage production at Michoud Booster testing at Orbital ATK Engine testing at Stennis Space Center
Ongoing work for Block 1BStructural testing at MarshallUpper stage prep at Cape Canaveral
www.nasa.gov/sls
EM-2 Core Stage Welding
Universal Stage Adapter RFP
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Notes: ISPE – Integrated Spacecraft Payload Element   SPL – Secondary Payload   MSA– MPCV Stage Adapter   ICPS – Integrated Cryogenic Propulsion Stage   LVSA – Launch Vehicle Stage 
Adapter   EUS – Exploration Upper Stage   USA – Universal Stage Adapter   CPL – Co-manifested Payload   PAF – Payload Attachment Fitting   PLF – Payload Fairing   PPL – Primary Payload
ISPE Separation Plane
SLS Spacecraft/Payload Integration & Evolution (SPIE)
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